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The National Bank of Egypt:

Its Foundation

and First

Twenty Years

by RICHARD KELLY

The National Bank of Egypt was officially
established in thine of 1898; its origins, however, go
back much further, at least as far back as the eventful
reign, from 1863 to 1879, of Khedive Ismail Pasha,
viceroy of Egypt. At the beginning of Ismail's reign,
towards the end of it, and as a result of it, various
proposals were put forward for the establishment of a

national, note - issuing bank in Egypt. The story of
these proposals, one of which eventually resulted in the
formation of the National Bank of Egypt, forms the first
part of this article; part two is taken up with an account
of the bank's first twenty years of operation. My hope is
to cover the period following World War I in some future
article.
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PART ONE

Ismail Pasha

Born in Cairo on December 31, 1830, Ismail Pasha was
educated in Paris. Upon the death of his uncle Said
Pasha in 1863, he became viceroy of Egypt under
Ottoman suzerainty.

In 1867, after promising additional payments to his
superiors in Istanbul, Ismail was granted the hereditary
title of khedive. During Ismail's reign, Egypt's foreign
debt rose from three million to one hundred million
pounds, which prompted the European powers to take
control of Egypt's finances.

Ismail died in Istanbul on March 2, 1895.

National Bank Proposals

In 1863, the year in which Ismail succeeded to the
viceroyship of Egypt, the commodity markets of Europe
were in turmoil. Two years earlier cotton had been
selling for 7 1A pence per pound, but it doubled in price the
following year, and then doubled again the next, so that
by the autumn of 1863 it was fetching over 29 pence per
pound on a hectic Liverpool market. The immediate
cause of these dramatic price rises was the American
Civil War and its disruptive effect upon cotton
shipments from the Confederacy. Speculators taking
advantage of anxious buyers pushed up prices even
further. The result was untold misery for the mill
workers of Lancashire, England, and a boom in the
revenue of the cotton - rich viceroy of Egypt. For 1863
alone, Ismail's personal income is estimated to have
been over half a million pounds, his government's
revenue over six million, nearly treble the figure for
1861. Meanwhile poverty and unemployment swept

through the cloth manufacturing regions of England;
they were being starved by a shortage of king cotton.

Like the oil crises of today, the "cotton famine" of the
1860's set off a mad scramble towards the Middle East,
particularly to Egypt, a land blessed with a surplus of
cotton. The merchants, bankers, and traders of Europe,
many a get - rich - quick scoundrel among them, equated
cotton with gold and were soon falling over one another
in their efforts to win the viceroy's favor. They flattered
him, lavished presents upon his family and friends,
bribed his officials, and tried, in short, every device
known to man. The prizes to be won were considerable.
After all, they reasoned, had not Ismail's predecessor
granted the fabulous Suez Canal concession to the
Frenchman de Lesseps? And had he not spent five -
hundred thousand British pounds in decorating a
reception room at the Palace? And what about the silver
bedsteads, the pleasure boats, the hothouses, the
worthless securities — all purchased from Europeans at
undreamed of prices. The message for Europeans could
not have been plainer: money, lots of it, was to be made
in Egypt.

De Lesseps

With the help of his government, the Frenchman De
Lesseps was awarded the valuable concession to build
the Suez Canal. The illustration is a caricature taken
from the British publication Vanity Fair (1869).

One of the most avidly sought prizes was the
concession for the establishment of a national bank. At
the very beginning of Ismail's reign, in February of
1863, his superiors in Istanbul had granted permission
to an Anglo - French syndicate to form just such a bank
in Turkey, the Banque Imperiale Ottomane. In addition
to engaging in commercial banking and serving as the
sole agent of the Turkish treasury, it was to be the



The Bank of Egypt

Founded in 1856, the Bank of Egypt was the first
public banking company to be established in Egypt. The
bank's paid-up capital was 250,000 pounds sterling, all
subscribed in London, which was also the site of the
bank's head office. The main office was located in
Alexandria; a branch office in Cairo. On several
occasions the promoters of the bank tried, but without
success, to obtain the right of note - issue. Specimen
notes for one proposed issue were prepared by Perkins
Bacon in England (see illustration). In 1911, because of
bad loans and mismanagement, the bank was forced to
suspend payments to its creditors and was wound up.
The liquidation of the bank's assets was managed by the
National Bank of Egypt.
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Turkish bank of issue. Why not, bankers asked
themselves, obtain a similar concession from the
viceroy of Egypt? With this object in mind, various
groups of British, French, and German bankers
approached Ismail. Some French bankers wanted to
transform the British controlled bank of Egypt into a
national bank (see box: Bank of Egypt); some British
bankers wanted to create an entirely new institution;
the Germans had similar ideas. To all, however,
including the promoters of the Banque Imperiale, the
viceroy's answer was no.

Ismail's objections week noL Lo banks as such — there
were already, in 1863, many foreign banks in Egypt —
but to paper money. He had watched with disapproval
the depreciation of Turkey's paper currency during the
1850's and early 1860's (Pick Al-A19) and was
convinced that his own country's interests would best
be served by a currency consisting of gold, silver, and
other coinage. In addition, Ismail was of the opinion
that the fellahin would be unwilling to accept paper
money; they were, he thought, not sophisticated enough
to use it. For these reasons the bankers of Europe soon
discovered that the national bank concession was, for
the present at least, an unattainable prize. Events later
in Ismail's reign were to take the matter out of his
hands.

As we have seen, Ismail came to the throne just as
rising cuttim prices were bringing unprecedented
prosperity to Egypt. H' all dcet■unt,-, he count r c 1-;

financial future seemed secure, especially so because
the new viceroy had pledged himself to institute reforms
and economies in his administration, even going so far
as setting himself a civil list that he promised not to
exceed. None of this was to last. In late 1864 cotton
prices began to level off; and then in 1865, with the end
of the American Civil War in sight, they started to fall.
The amount of cotton produced for export also fell, and
within a few years the total value of exported Egyptian
cotton was less than half of what it had been during the
boom years 1863-64. What is more, despite the decline in
revenue, and despite his earlier commitments to
economy, Ismail decided to embark upon an incredible
range of ambitious, often extravagant, development
schemes. The statistics from his reign are impressive:
400 bridges were constructed across the Nile, 500 miles
of telegraph line were put into operation, 600 miles of
railway track was laid, 112 canals amounting to over
8000 miles were dug, etc., etc. To finance his ambitions,
which included an abortive campaign to create an
African empire, Ismail was soon borrowing wherever
and whenever he could. His ever - increasing personal
expenditure, which extended to magnificent gifts for the
Sultan in Istanbul and handsome bribes for the
Sultan's advisors, added millions more to his
indebtedness.

As Ismail's debts mounted the terms demanded for
further loans became stiffer and stiffer so that
eventually his finances, and also those of Egypt, were at
the mercy of foreign interests. By 1875 the country was
on the brink of bankruptcy, her borrowing power was
exhausted, and her creditors were at the door. In the
same year, in a desperate effort to put off the day of
reckoning, Ismail hastily sold his shares in the Suez
Canal to the British government for the bargain price of
some four million pounds. But even this proved not to be
enough, for in the following year, 1876, Britain and
France, with the approval of other Western powers,
moved to gain complete control over the finances of
Egypt.

At first the European powers considered forming a
national bank, one which under a British and a French
controller would act as the Egyptian government's
exchequer, issue banknotes, collect revenue, and service
the public debt. The proposed bank was also to be
allowed to engage in normal commercial transactions,
but it was to this part of the scheme that the British
foreign secretary objected; his government, he said,
could not be a partner to such a bank, with the result
that the formation of a national, note - issuing bank in
Egypt was delayed yet again. Instead, in May of 1876,
apparently at the suggestion of the French, the Caisse
de la Dette Publique was created. It was charged with
the supervision of the exchequer and the financing of
the debt but was forbidden from issuing banknotes and
from commercial banking generally. Dual control of the
country by the British and French was established
shortly thereafter, and the railways and major ports
were internationalized.

Not entirely satisfied that these controls were
sufficient and in part prompted by the German
guvernment, which itself was acting on behalf of the
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Opening of the Suez Canal in 1869

Because of his indebtedness, Ismail was forced to sell his shares in the canal to the
British for the bargain price of four million pounds.

bankers Rothschild, Britain and France later decided to
have Ismail removed from power. Exercising the
considerable levers of their imperial power, they
shrewdly contrived to have the Sultan in Istanbul
depose Ismail. Thus on June 26, 1879, Ismail received a
telegram he was never to forget; it was addressed to the

ex-khedive and announced his deposition. Three years
later, in 1882, the British unilaterally occupied Egypt,
and though the country nominally remained a part of
the Ottoman Empire (until 1914), Britain became, from
then onwards, the real power behind the khedivial
throne.

On September 30, 1882, the year in which Britain occupied Egypt, the British magazine Punch published_ the
above cartoon showing the British lion triumph ant, over t lic Egyptian crocodile. In the group are the Russian bear
and other animals representative of t he Euri poi] n igm'ers.
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National Bank Established

By a quirk of history Ismail's debts were eventually to
be instrumental in the establishment of a national bank
in Egypt. In obtaining some nine million pounds in
loans, Ismail had used his Daira Sania estates as
security. The lands, however, were thought more
troublesome than profitable by the board of directors,
an Egyptian and two foreigners, who administered
them, and so they decided to sell. In 1898 the board
granted an option to Raphael Suares, a Cairo merchant
banker, for the purchase of the estates for £6.4 million.
The contracts specified that the lands be sold — it was
hoped, to Egyptians — within seven and a half years;
half of the profits would go to the government, the rest to
Saures's firm. During the negotiations for the contract
Saures also sought a concession for the formation of a
national bank. It too was granted.

To make the bank concession a reality, Suares needed
more capital. For this he turned to the millionaire
financier Ernest (later Sir Ernest) Cassell of London
and C. M. Salvago of Alexandria. On June 9, the three
men signed a preliminary deed of association according
to which they agreed to form an Egyptian limited
company under the title "The National Bank of Egypt."
The capital, one million pounds sterling, was
subscribed in ten - pound shares as follows:

E. Cassell 	 50,000 shares ... £ 500,000
C. M. Salvago.& Co. 	  25,000 shares .. $ 250,000
R. Snares Brothers & Co 	 25,000 shares .. 250,000

Totals• 	 100,000 shares £1,000,000

Although it had been Suares who had been granted
the original concession, the distribution of share capital
shows Ernest Cassell to be the dominant partner. A
close friend of the future King Edward VII, Sir Ernest
was doubtless the most influential of contemporary
British investors in Egyptian enterprise. In the same
year as the foundation of the National Bank, he agreed
to finance the Aswan Dam project; in 1902 he was
instrumental in the National Bank's takeover of the
Agricultural Bank (established by the government to
help small farmers); and in 1908 he founded the
Mortgage Company which has aimed to encourage
British investment in Egypt. The terms of the Aswan
Dam agreement were not unfavorable to Sir Ernest
(sixty semi - annual payments of approximately 80,000
pounds); now was he unwilling to exercise the power of
his position for his own advantage. When it was
discovered, for example, that the dam provided
insufficient water for some desert lands owned by one of
Sir Ernest's companies, its height was raised — despite
the objections of archeologists who wanted to save
various ancient monuments, despite the promises of the
government to preserve the monuments, and despite the
designer of the dam who maintained that raising the
dam's height would be "a shocking waste of public
funds."

Hilmi promulgated a decree approving the new bank's
statutes and thereby authorized its formation. A
national bank was now, at least in law, a reality.

PART TWO
First Twenty Years

The National Bank's charter, later to be renewed and
modified, was intitially for fifty years. It conferred upon
the bank the exclusive right to issue banknotes, or in the
words of Article Two of the khedivial decree: "The
National Bank of Egypt is granted the privilege of
issuing notes to bearer payable at sight ... This same
privilege will not be accorded to any other
establishment during the entire duration of the
Company." With the privilege came the stipulation that
all notes issued by the bank had to be covered at all
times by gold, at least fifty per cent of the cover, and by
government approved securities, the remainder of the
cover. The notes were to be convertible but not legal
tender.

In advance of issuing notes, officers had to be
appointed, premises found, and so on. According to the
bank's statutes, its board of directors was empowered to
nominate, subject to confirmation by the government, a
governor and two sub - governors. For the bank's first
governor, the board turned to a figure already well -
known in Egypt, Sir Elwin Mitford Palmer. Born in
1852, Elwin Palmer had served as director general of
accounts in Egypt (1885-89) and as financial advisor to
the khedive (1889-96). His knowledge of the country and
its finances was considered unrivalled. While he served
as the khedive's financial advisor, for example, the
occupational British authorities required that
whenever any government minister visited the khedive,
Palmer was to be present; the aim, of course, was to
circumscribe the khedive's power; the result was that
Palmer became unusually knowledgeable about the
country-s finances. In the same year as his appointment
to the governorship of the National Bank. Palmer also
became chairman of the Daira Sania Company, the
company that had taken control over Ismail's Daira
Sania estates, the very estates that had been the subject
of Raphael Suares's original concession. As may be
surmised, the bank concession and the Daira Sania
concession were just two sides of a much larger deal, a
deal no doubt masterminded by Sir Ernest Cassell
whose appointee Elwin Palmer most certainly was.

The governors, whose signatures appear upon the
bank's notes, and sub - governors during the National
Bank's first twenty years were:

Governors 	 Term of Office

Sir Elwin Palmer 	 Aug. 1898 - Jan. 1906
Sir Frederick Rowlatt 	 Feb. 1906 - Feb. 1921

Sub-Governors

With Ernest Cassell as the new company's chief
shareholder, there was little doubt that its formation
would be approved by the government. Thus sixteen
days after the preliminary deed of association was
drawn and signed, on June 25, 1898, Khedive Abbas

R. C. Abdy
Sir Frederick Rowlatt
A. G. M. Dickson
Sir John Home
Sir Bertram Hornsby

Aug. 1898 - Oct. 1904
Aug. 1898 - Feb. 1906
Oct. 1904 - May 1917
Feb. 1906 - Feb. 1925
May 1917 - Feb. 1921
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Office of Suez Co., Port Said

Cairo - Citadel and Mosque of Mohammed Ali

Cairo - The Pyramids
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Cairo - Tombs of the Caliphs

Cairo - Road to Giza Pyramids
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The reader's attention is especially directed to the
dates of office, for those published previously in other
paper money journals were incorrect; moreover, Sir
Elwin Palmer's given name has mistakenly, albeit
frequently, been reported as "Edwin". It is also worth
noting that the list of sub - governors confirms the
conjecture once made by Samuel Lachman, a prominent
paper money collector, that Sir Frederick Rowlatt had
been a sub - governor prior to becoming governor in
1906. In this respect, it is probable that the bank had a
policy of promoting from within whenever possible, for
at least two other sub - governors, Sir Bertram Hornsby
and Sir Norman Nixon (a later sub-governor, not listed
above), were afterwards promoted to the governorship.

The choice of locations for the bank's first offices was
doubtless dictated by the commercial interests of the
founding subscribers Messers. Cassel, Salvago, and
Suares, whose bases of operations were in London,
Alexandria, and Cairo respectively. Thus within a
month of each other, offices were opened in Cairo (3
September 1898); Alexandria (19 September), and
London (3 October). The Cairo office was designated the
head office. Beginning in 1900, agencies or branches
were established in the provinces and in the Sudan, so
that by 1918 the National Bank was operating from
over twenty premises as far apart as Port Said on the
Mediterranean and El Obeid in the Sudan southwest of
Khartoum. In addition, during this period the National
Bank was intimately involved in the establishment of
other major banks, most notably the Bank of Abyssinia
(see box).

This relatively rapid expansion of the National Bank
requires some explanation. When the bank first opened
its doors for business, there were already several well -
established banks in Egypt, notably the Bank of Egypt,
the Anglo - Egyptian Bank (later to become part of the
Barclays D.C.O.), and the Banque Imperiale, all having
been in the country since the reign of Ismail Pasha.
Unlike its competitors, however, the National Bank
began with certain advantages; for from the moment
Suares was granted his concession, he was assured of
the accounts of the Egyptian government and many of
the richer cotton merchants. The prestige and new
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The Bank of Abyssinia

In 1905, under a concession from Emperor Menelik II
of Abyssinia (now Ethiopia), the National Bank of
Egypt together with a group of French and Italian
bankers, established the Bank of Abyssinia. Founded
with a paid-up capital of 125,000 pounds, the bank was
granted the sole right of banking within the country.

Sir Elwin Palmer, the governor of the National Bank
of Egypt, was to be ex - officio president of the new bank.
In addition, the National Bank had the right to appoint
the new bank's governor and three of its directors.

For many years the only circulating currency in
Abyssinia was the Maria Theresa thaler, a large silver
coin that had originally been struck in Vienna during
the eigheenth century but which was later restruck for
circulation in the Middle East and for countries, such as
Abyssinia, that bordered the Red Sea. The restrikes all
bore the same date, 1780. Under C. S. Collier, who was
appointed governor of the bank during World War I, the
Bank of Abyssinia made its first note issue. These notes,
Pick 1 - 5, were probably first issued in 1915 and are the
earliest known issue of paper money in Abyssinia.

In 1930 Emperor Haile Selassie decided to cancel the
concession that Menelik II had granted to the bank.
Plans were made for the creation of an entirely new note -
issuing bank; these plans, however, were never fully
realized. Instead, on November 30, 1931, the Bank of
Abyssinia went into voluntary liquidation and a "new"
bank, the Bank of Ethiopia, was established in its place.
This "new" bank retained the same premises and staff
as its predecessor; the major difference for collectors is
that the bank's next issue of notes bore the revised name
"The Bank of Ethiopia" (Pick 6-11).

customers that these accounts brought to the bank
proved invaluable, and within a few years the bank had
the accounts of the Sudan government, the Mixed
Tribunals, and the City of Alexandria. Furthermore, the
bank was on intimate terms with the government.
Founded by khedivial decree, it was the national bank,
and was seen to be so. And perhaps most important of
all, there was the exclusive right of note issue, a right
which the bank was quick to exercise.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Musical Notgeld Tabulated

SPMCer Dwight Musser of Box 305, Ridge Manor, FL 33525
has made available for two dollars an eight - page
mimeographed list of German and Austrian notgeld with
musical motifs. It was compiled by Mort Shafer, "with major
assists from Beate Rauch and Dwight Musser". In addition to
two full pages of illustrations, the listings consist of issuing
entities' names, denominations and dates of notes, and brief
descriptions of designs.
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